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To all those club members
who have contributed to the
success of the club over the
past 12 months, thank you for
giving up your precious time.
Time is the most precious thing
of all — just ask any Olympian
who won silver.
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Presidents Report
Report kindly submitted by Mike Randell
With the AGM held last night a new committee
was elected these being:

Mike Randell - President
Bruce Withell - Secretary
Greg Findon - Treasurer
Tama Randell - Club Captain
And the committee
Maurice Job
Philip Pearpoint
Len Ruby
You will notice there is only 3 committee
members as you would have received the
motions in your emails, these were all passed.
Congratulations to these guys and many
thanks to the guys who served for the past 12
months.

There is a branch of fliers sneaking in a
different direction, I was snapped doing a test
fly last Tuesday at 8.00am as you can see by
the photos hoping no one saw me, but alas no
I got caught.
The Open day is next month we will need
helpers—
We have Kevin and Rod on the Barby
Garry on the Gate again.
We will be doing the fence setup on the
Saturday and the put back up after flying on
the Sunday, so any helpers would be
appreciated.
On a sadder note we will be increasing the
subscriptions as Model Fliers NZ have put their
fees up, and as we have limited members we
can not absorb the cost.
OK gliders Sunday,
See you at the field

I would like to acknowledge the sterling effort
and commitment Peter Vining has put in over
the last 25 years as a President and committee
member. When you turn up to fly it’s Peter that
has kept the field in tiptop condition, it’s Peter
that is always on hand to take down the fence
and put it back up on Sundays, he is always
helping out with problems, he greets visitors to
the field, on the open day he organises the
food, and keeps the flight line moving, and
best of all he cooks breakfast.
Thank you Peter, without your helping hand,
we the fliers would have struggled to do the
work, you do week in and week out, and I
hope you continue to do so.

Saturday 21 March
from 9am
To get the clubhouse,
strip, grounds etc ready
for the open day.
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From the Editors Desk
Linda Lambess, 115 Tiro Tiro Road, Levin.
Ph 06 2102910, 0212106139
editors email
I know February is a short month, and this year
we are lucky enough to have another day, but
it has gone so fast.
It was good to catch up with some of you at
the agm—great turnout with 23 people there to
show their support.
I have admit I was
disappointed there was no nomination forms
completed and once again there was some
room grazing to call for nominations. My form
stayed in my pile of papers. I had given some
through to the committee but several factors
came into play. One of those being that the
committee was reduced to three people and
there was four active flyers nominated.
The meeting said goodbye to having a vicepresident and reduced the committee from
five to three, and removed the editor from the
committee. In that we have lost Peter, Rene,
Hamish, Geoff and Barry from the committee.
Thank you guys for your contribution to this
club. I as editor did not attend committee
meetings since we moved to Levin.
The
meeting voted in Greg, as treasurer and
Maurice as committee.
Thank you to those who put their hand up for
the management committee, and thank you
all for your kind words about this publication.

Don’t
forget:

WATER BOTTLE,
SUN SCREEN,
SUN HAT,
SUN GLASSES,
COVER UP,
Skin Cancer is Real

As mentioned at the meeting, I am lucky in the
fact that I can make the publication look pretty
but I believe that this is a successful newsletter
because I understand aeronautics and metrology having been involved with aviation for 50
years. I have help build wooden models and
full size aircraft. However, what is important is
content— in needs local interest stories and
photos of builds etc. I don’t want to publish stuff
that anyone can find on the internet so please
keep the information coming.
There is an article on pages 10 and 11 which in
fact brought tears to my eyes. This crew of ten
are the epitome of teamwork - of respect and
admiration for each other and for the task at
hand. Qualities not often found today unless it
is in similar or in a sporting environment. That
crew earned my utmost respect.
The open day is coming up fast—Ivan and I
have once again invited our collectable car
club along, and they will be attending. Do you
belong to a group that may like a day out.
Groups allow us to increase the profile of the
sport, guarantees numbers through the gate
and $5 is a cheap days entertainment.
Happy Landings, Linda

THE HISTORY OF THE FIRST
50 YEARS OF AEROMODELLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN NZ
Copies of this publication
are
available, free of charge
at the club house or
contact Linda to obtain
your copy.
Email now
Postal charges may apply.
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Tomboy report
Thanks to Bruce Woodfield for this report.
The first competition of 2020 was flown in
perfect weather conditions.
After the
disappointment of the previous Sunday
morning when the 2m Glider competition was
blown away, it was with pleasure and relief
that fine weather presented for Tomboy and
Vintage flyers.
It was also exciting to welcome back into the
squadron Phil Pearpoint and Bruce McKay to
swell Tomboy numbers to seven.
Flemming flew his new super-duper CF framed
and lightweight polyester covered Tomboy
after having rearranged the structure of his first
model at the feet of Ladderman the previous
week. This model proved that lightness and

quality of construction are a winner by staying
airborne the longest time during all three
rounds, but it did try to escape downwind at
the end of the third round.
All three rounds were flown without incident
and the competition was close as usual. Two
thirds of the available 21 landing points were
achieved and three Pilots scored all three
landing box points. All seven flyers scored the
landing box at the end of the second round - a
rare feat indeed.
Congratulations to Flemming for winning the
first event of 2020 and thanks to Tama for
scribing the scores.

Pilot

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Total

Flemming

20 - 5

20 - 5

20 - 0

70

Peter

18 - 5

18 - 5

14 - 5

65

Philp

16 - 5

15 - 5

16 - 5

63

Bruce W

15 - 5

14 - 5

15 - 5

59

Greg

13 - 0

16 - 5

18 - 0

52

Terry

14 - 0

12 - 5

13 - 5

49

Bruce Mc

12 - 0

13 - 5

12 - 0

42

Greg was spotted
closely examining
Flemming’s new
tomboy.
Will he try and get
one finished before

next
competitions
March 8
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Aeroneers Vintage report
Thanks to Phil Pearpoint for this report.
Our first Vintage Competition for the new year
was flown on a perfect day.
Almost no breeze and a bright sunny sky. Nine
flyers took part and as usual there was plenty
of gentle ribbing and abuse .
Bradley was one of the first to fly and scored a
perfect 3.00 plus landing bonus, but went
downhill from there not being able to find the
circle on his next 2 flights.
Tama on the other hand carried on from
where he left off last year and scored 3 good
flight times and all 3 landing points to take out
the days honours.
Philip failed to get his new model completed in
time to beat Tama, and having a wheel fall off
twice on the old Junior 60 didn't help, hence
the last place...but look out next month!!

Thanks to all the Vintage guys who took our
little safety briefing in good heart, and to those
who acted as safety officers as others flew. It
showed excellent co-operation between us all.
And congratulations again to Tama, Bruce and
Mike for your placings last year. In the absence
of an official club prize giving we did our prize
giving at the completion of Vintage
competition.
See you all at our next Comp on March 8th,
and lets all do our best to ensure Tama’s name
is not on Old Brian’s Cup 2 years in a row!!!
Phil Pearpoint.

Vintage Results February 2020
Tama Randell

2.56 + 20

2.54 + 20

3.00 + 20

590

1st

Mike Randell

3.00 + 20

3.01 + 20

3.00

567

2nd

Bruce Mckay

2.48 + 20

2.30 + 20

3.00 + 20

558

3rd

Peter Vining

3.01

2.58 + 20

2.28 + 20

545

4th

Brad Pearpoint

3.00 + 20

3.03

3.13

544

5th

Flemming Ravn

2.18 + 20

2.43

3.02

499

6th

Bruce Woodfield

3.00 + 20

3.06

1.56

Greg Findon

3.04

3.07

2.14 + 20

483

8th

Phil Pearpoint

2.13 + 20

2.28

3.01

480

LAST

490

7th
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Bits and Bobs
4 March, 2020 –
3 May, 2020
Te Awahou
Nieuwe Stroom
(next to windmill)
92 Main Street,
Foxton.

Free admission
“An exciting and inspiring exhibition based on the ‘Dambusters Raid’ which was a combination
of scientific genius, technological innovation, skill and heroic courage”
Explore the planning that went into the infamous raid on the Ruhr Valley dams, the science behind the ‘bouncing bombs’ and the aftermath for both 617 Squadron and the residents of the
Ruhr Valley. The exhibition includes fascinating interactive components to highlight the science
and ingenuity used during the raid.
Dambusters is only here for a strictly limited time, so do not miss out, fly in today!

Caught on
camera
Good scones—Phil,
now while no-one is
watching ….

This bets being
at work at 8am
on a Tuesday
morning.
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The Keekat65 flys!
Thank you to Bruce McKay for this report
The first flight happened earlier in Jan, tho was
not what I would call a success.
Didn't seem to have enough power and
wallowed around the circuit until the engine
stopped and I was forced to do a dead stick
landing.
The second flight happened Sunday 16th Feb. I
had changed the CoG 25mm forward,
swapped out the 10cc petrol engine and put
in an ASP 91 15cc 4 stroke glow engine. Found

a 3 blade 12x8 pusher prop. Once Tama
Randell loaned the correct glow plug it made
good noises. And it accelerated and took off
easily! With a bit of trimming it was good.
Made some interesting prop/flight noises.
Almost a whistle, was distinctive enough to
make people look and ask what the noise
source was.
Coming in to land the engine stopped instead
of idling. Oops
Still to do now is move the CoG further
forward, sort the idle, and glue the
elevator servo wire better.
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Bits ‘n’ Bobs
.

Donald and Melania Trump
arrive in Air Force One with a
low pass over Daytona 500—
2020

N

Anyone
Seen
My
Radian!

Pilot Len

Radian Competition Month Results

E

E

D

E

D
February 2020

Flyin
exper g
iences

Builds

Hin

ts

Link

Photo

Greg Findon
Philip Pearpoint
Peter Vining
Bruce McKay
Wayne Bilham
Bruce Woodfield
Merv Matthews

s

Add your piece
to the puzzle
- editor@aeroneers.com

March 2020
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1373
1355
1228
1183
1178
1175
868

March:
1 March - 2 metre gliders.
6-7-8 March - New Plymouth Open Day
7-8 March – Kapiti 25th Anniversary
8 March - Vintage and Tomboy.
15 March - Radian.
22 March - PNA OPEN DAY
29 March - Assassin.
31 March - deadline for Servo Chatter.
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Fun, fast, foamy
Flying photo—thanks to Scott Crowley

Tama’s eRC Rebel 70 ARF.
Purchased from Rene after the closing of
Galtech.
Sat in my shed for a good 5 years before I
got some batteries for it. It currently runs
on a 2200 4S but this only gives about 3
minutes of flat out flight. Could really do
with a 3300 but the 2200 was half the
price of the 3300 so figured I’d get 2x
2200 instead of the single 3300.

Motor: 70mm ducted fan unit,
3000Kv outrunner brushless motor
ESC: 45A
Battery: 2200 4S 70C
Flies well but really needs
retractable wheels as they will be
slowing it down significantly.
There isn’t any room to install
retracts and its not really worth it.
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The story of B-17 “All American”
.

A mid-air collision on February 1, 1943,
between a B-17 and a German fighter over the
Tunis dock area, became the subject of one of
the most famous photographs of WWII.
An enemy fighter attacking a 97th Bomb
Group formation went out of control, probably
with a wounded pilot then continued its
crashing descent into the rear of the fuselage
of a Flying Fortress named “All American”,
piloted by Lt. Kendrick R. Bragg, of the 414th
Bomb Squadron.
When it struck, the fighter broke apart, but left
some pieces in the B-17. The left horizontal
stabilizer of the Fortress and left elevator were
completely torn away. The two right engines
were out and one on the left had a serious oil
pump leak. The vertical fin and the rudder had
been damaged, the
fuselage had been cut
almost
completely
through, connected only
at two small parts of the
frame and the radios,
electrical and oxygen
systems were damaged.
There was also a hole in
the top that was over 16
feet long and 4 feet
wide at its widest and
the split in the fuselage
went all the way to the
top gunner’s turret.
Although the tail actually
bounced and swayed in
the wind and twisted
when the plane turned
and all the control
cables were severed,
except
one
single
elevator
cable
still
worked, and the aircraft
still miraculously flew!
The

tail

gunner

was

trapped because there was no floor
connecting the tail to the rest of the plane. The
waist and tail gunners used parts of the
German fighter and their own
parachute
harnesses in an attempt to keep the tail from
ripping off and the two sides of the fuselage
from splitting apart. While the crew was trying
to keep the bomber from coming apart, the
pilot continued on his bomb run and released
his bombs over the target.
When the bomb bay doors were opened, the
wind turbulence was so great that it blew one
of the waist gunners into the broken tail
section. It took several minutes and four crew
members to pass him ropes from parachutes
and haul him back into the forward part of the
plane. When they tried to do the same for the
tail gunner, the tail began flapping so hard

that it began to break off. The weight of the
gunner was adding some stability to the tail
section, so he went back to his position.
The turn back toward England had to be very
slow to keep the tail from twisting off. They
actually covered almost 70 miles to make the
turn home. The bomber was so badly
damaged that it was losing altitude and speed
and was soon alone in the sky. For a brief time,
two more Me-109 German fighters attacked
the All American. Despite the extensive
damage, all of the machine gunners were
able to respond to these attacks and soon
drove off the fighters. The two waist gunners
stood up with their heads sticking out through
the hole in the top of the fuselage to aim and
fire their machine guns. The tail gunner had to
shoot in short bursts because the recoil was
actually causing the plane to turn.
Allied P-51 fighters intercepted the “All
American” as it crossed over the Channel and
took one of the pictures shown. They also
radioed to the base describing that the
appendage was waving like a fish tail and that
the plane would not make it and to send out

boats to rescue the crew when they bailed
out. The fighters stayed with the Fortress taking
hand signals from Lt. Bragg and relaying them
to the base. Lt. Bragg signalled that five
parachutes and the spare had been “used” so
five of the crew could not bail out. He made
the decision that if they could not bail out
safely, then he would stay with the plane to
land it.
Two and a half hours after being hit, the
aircraft made its final turn to line up with the
runway while it was still over 40 miles away. It
descended into an emergency landing and a
normal roll-out on its landing gear. When the
ambulance pulled alongside, it was waved off
because not a single member of the crew had
been injured. No one could believe that the
aircraft could still fly in such a condition. The
Fortress sat placidly until the crew all exited
through the door in the fuselage and the tail
gunner had climbed down a ladder, at which
time the entire rear section of the aircraft
collapsed. This old bird had done its job and
brought the crew home and all in one piece.
Steel Eagles Facebook

Matthew Galloway Proud to have called one of its
crew members my Grandad! One of the original
photos is hanging in my den which I inherited when
he passed away in 2011. Story is 100% accurate except the part about continuing on to their target.
They had already released their bombs when they
were hit. They were “knocked down” 10,000 ft in altitude when the other plane hit them and he always
felt that if they had still been loaded the extra weight
would have probably assured that the pilot would not
have been able to have recover the airplane. My
Grandfather was one of the crew who used the parachute cords to hold the plane together...I asked him
once if that was the smartest thing to do hahaha. He
shrugged his shoulders and said at the time it seemed
like a good idea, was the only equipment they had
on hand, and there was a general consensus with the
crew that if they were ever hit they would rather have
crashed than to parachute over enemy territory and
be held as POWs.
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Slip

down to the
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Stream

Team New Zealand went from sailing to flying,
many Aeroneers are going from
flying to sailing!
Any boat stories to photos to share!

Mike’s early morning sail!
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Ladderman’s Laughs

Saturday
Flying in
March

The field is open on Saturdays
in March.
We are allowed to have test flight and training on Saturday’s and I
am sure you need to “test” a minor adjustment you have made!!
Please ensure that the fence is replaced when you leave.

Servo Chatter, March 2020
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Bits ’n’ Bobs
Schools
out,
Look out.

Club Fuel
Methanol—$2.75 a litre
Nitro—$32.43 a litre
Oil—$20 a litre

To all club members having a
birthday this month.

Remember
to keep

batteries, fuel
electrics, and
foamies cool.

Check out our website for updates
on events, field conditions.
https://www.aeroneers.com/

Servo Chatter, March 2020
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Events— local and out of town
NEW PLYMOUTH
MODEL AERO
CLUB

Annual
memorial fly-in
6th—8th March
2020
Indoor,
floatplanes,
sport flying

All pilots must hold a current
wings badge qualification.

Poster for the public is attached to this emailed edition of Servo Chatter. Please print it out, hang it up at
work, ask the corner dairy, anywhere where it can be seen by people who may be interested. Invite your
local service organisation or social group if they are interested in an outing. This event is not only to be
enjoyed by flyers, it is a chance to show off the sport and for the club to raise a little money!
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Check out
this list

Model Dope,
various part tins, different colours, thinners etc.
Negotiate price, funds to the Club
Airbrush;
Paasche Model H single action.
$50
Undercarriage;
Dubro, 60 size (new).
$15
Undercarriage;
fibreglass 60 size.
$10
Undercarriage;
40 size ali with 3” wheels .
$10
Cowl;
fi-glass, round (radial style).
$10
Wheels;
4.7”.
$5
Wheels;
4” - foam.
$5
Props;
3 orange, GWS.
$5
Air line;
Badger flexi line.
$15
Power Panel,
Texson field panel.
$10
Goldberg retract legs.
$10
Props;
Master 7*6, APC 7*5, 1 of ea
$3
Plan;
Cessna Bird Dog, 1220 span.
$10

Water slide
transfer
Simple to apply
Long lasting

A6 sheet — $5.00
2 — large 6 cm decals
3 — medium 4 cm decals
5 — small 2.5 cm decals

A4 sheet — $10.00
6 — large 7.5 cm decals
5 — medium 5 cm decals
23 — small 2.5 cm decals

Order from Flemming Ravn,
ravnf@outlook.com
Collect at flying field.

Call or TXT; Maurice Job, 021670689

OPEN DAY - 22 March
Please bring your models flying or for static display.
This is our only chance in the year to show off our hobby
to the locals—lets impress!!

The clubs income comes from:







$75 club subscriptions,
income from fuel sales,
sausages and drinks,
open day profit,
donations and
auction

This is why it is important to support your club with these small ways to make a few dollars. If club
membership drop there is a larger liability on members and the expenditure is not flexible on club
membership.

The clubs expenditure is:








mower fuel and maintenance — everyone agrees that we need a nicely mown strip to fly from.
model fuel to on sell — the convenience of being able to buy the smaller amounts required.
field lease insurance - money put aside to self insure, clubhouse and mower.
website hosting - the chief means of communication, access to club forms, newsletters etc.
AED maintenance — no good to anyone if it is not maintained. “If only I had paid my sub.”
hire of Senior Citizens Hall for club nights, AGM, auction etc. - When we need a warm, dry







open day costs - should the event be rained off this covers the pre-event expenditure.
strip maintenance - weed and moss killer, tree trimming etc.
advertising — brochures, signs etc for promotion.
new equipment as required, expendable assets bungee, nylon etc.
incidentals — engraving, welfare (cards and flowers), post and photocopying etc.

place to meet.

Smiles

Smiles

Smiles

A blonde woman visits her husband in prison.
Before leaving she tells the correction officer:
“You shouldn’t make my husband work like that,
He is exhausted!”
The officer laughs and says
“Are you kidding me? He just
eats and sleeps and stays in his
cell”
The wife replies
“Bullshit! He just told me he’s
been digging a tunnel for
months.”
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Palmerston North Aeroneers
Important information
.

Club Website, : www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

The Committee
President:
Mike Randell
president@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Greg Findon
Phone 06 3561571
treasurer@aeroneers.com

Annual Subscriptions
Family
Family - Inc
Senior
Junior
MFW Mag Only
MFNZ Life
PNA Life
Associate
Life, Mag Only

MFNZ
$100.00

PN Aeroneers
$75.00

$95.00
$25.00
$25.00

$75.00
$20.00
$25.00

Secretary
Bruce Withell
Phone 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com

Subs are per annum.

Club Captain:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Please pay any committee member or online to
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box.

Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Len Ruby Maurice Job

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Greg of your payment.

Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates:
Linda Lambess
Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

$95.00
$75.00

The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 25 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

